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In 1957 Sims [2] extended the limit point-limit circle argument (of Weyl [4],
Titchmarsh [3], and Coddington and Levinson [1]) which shows that under
certain conditions the equation

() -" + (q(x) x) o
has a square summable solution, to a non-self adjoint problem. The purpose
of this paper is to show that the limit point-limit circle argument yields a
natural proof that the nonhomogeneous equation

(2) --u" q- (q(x) k)u K(x)

also has square summable solutions provided K(x) is square summable. A
necessary and sufficient condition is derived.

Since the method of proof is closely related to the original limit point-limit
circle arguments, the method of Sims [2] will first be sketched.

Let r be interior to (a, b); let q(x) ql(x) + iq2(x) be continuous on (a, b);
let k + iv and 1 + i. Further assume that q(x) _< 0, > 0, _< 0.
Let (x) and O(x) be solutions of (1) satisfying (r) sin , ’(r) cos ,
O(r) cos , 0’(r) sin . Note that for all x, W[(x), O(x)] (x)O’(x)
’()() =_ .

Throughout the remainder of this paper , will be fixed with Im 0,) > 0.
We will be concerned with two types of Hilbert spaces: (i) L(dx) or (ii)

L([1 q2(x)] dx). Note that if a function is in any of the spaces (ii), it is also
in the corresponding space (i). Further note that since > 0, q(x) <_ O,
f [ q2(x)] ]]12 dx < co if and only if f [1 q2(x)] []12 dz < .
THEOREM 1 (Sims). For all > 0, there is a complex ]unction M (=M())

such that b,(x) 0(x) + Me(x) satisfies (1) and is in L2(r, b; [1 /(x)] dx)
and hence is in L2(r, b).

Let z be an arbitrary complex number, and let (x, l, z) O(x) - l(z, b’)(x)
be a solution of (1) satisfying

(3)

for b’ in (r, b).
(3) by

z(b’, l, z) - b’(b’, l, z) 0

Then l(z, b’) is determined for all complex boundary conditions

l(z, b’) -(O(b’)z + O’(b’))/((b’)z + ’(b’))
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